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Abstract

In managing chronic diseases, the role of social determinants like lifestyle and diet is crucial. A comprehensive strategy combining biomedical and lifestyle changes is necessary for optimal health. However, the complexity of evidence from varied study designs on lifestyle interventions poses a challenge to decision-making. To tackle this challenge, our work focused on leveraging large language model to construct a dataset primed for evidence triangulation. This approach automates the process of gathering and preparing evidence for analysis, thereby simplifying the integration of reliable insights and reducing the dependency on labor-intensive manual curation. Our approach, validated by expert evaluations, demonstrates significant utility, especially illustrated through a case study on reduced salt intake and its effect on blood pressure. This highlights the potential of leveraging large language models to enhance evidence-based decision-making in health care.

Introduction

Social determinants of health (SDoH), especially lifestyle factors such as diet and exercise, are pivotal in managing major chronic diseases such as cardiovascular diseases, cancer, chronic respiratory diseases, and diabetes. For instances, according to data from the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME), behavioral factors contribute significantly to ischemic heart disease and stroke, accounting for 69.2% and 47.4% of Disability-Adjusted Life Years (DALYs), respectively—the highest among all diseases. In particular, dietary factors contributed 57.1% and 30.6% of DALYs, respectively (1). It is increasingly recognized that health strategies should prioritize both SDoH-based behavioral interventions and biomedical interventions (e.g., medications) (2). Developing evidence-based intervention strategies encounters significant challenges due to the rapidly growing and piecemeal evidence, along with complex causal relationships from various study designs, including confounding and reverse causation. Evaluating the reliability of causal relationships within a body of scientific evidence is essential for evidence-based decision-making, especially when research findings are inconsistent (3, 4).

Meta-analysis (META) is an effective scientific method for quantitatively synthesizing research conclusions. Utilizing statistical techniques, it combines the results of different studies to obtain an overall quantitative estimate of the impact of specific interventions (e.g., salt restriction) on particular outcomes (e.g., blood pressure). It balances conflicting evidence quantitatively to achieve evidence-based decision-making based on synthesized scientific evidence. Since its introduction in the 1970s, meta-analysis has had a significant impact on various fields such as medicine, economics, sociology, and environmental science (5). Over the past four decades, meta-analysis has evolved to include increasingly complex methods for quantifying evidence, particularly concerning the consistency of results from the same study design or the replicability of studies. In contrast, convergence, reflecting the extent to which a given hypothesis is supported by different study designs, has not received the same attention (4). Currently, considering consistency and convergence is recognized as an important strategy for addressing the reproducibility crisis for the scientific community (4).

In recent years, the idea of “triangulation” has been introduced into the scientific community to measure the convergence of scientific conclusions derived from different study designs (4, 6, 7). These study designs have different and independent potential sources of bias (6). Triangulation is a research strategy involving the use of at least two research methods to investigate and analyze the same problem, mutually validating each other to enhance the robustness and reproducibility of conclusions. If conclusions derived from different research designs (such as observational studies (OS), mendelian randomization studies (MR), and randomized controlled trials (RCT), etc.)
regarding the same scientific question are consistent, the reliability of causality is stronger. When the results point to different answers, understanding the major source of bias instruct researchers future study designs (6). However, currently, scholars primarily employ qualitative methods to explain the reliability of causal relationships through triangulation, lacking quantitative approaches. Qualitative methods mainly involve retrospective analysis of relevant literature in the "Discussion" section of papers, simply summarizing and discussing how many studies support the conclusions of the current study, how many do not, and reasons for lack of support, such as different experimental conditions (7). Current evidence triangulation in medicine involves a very high proportion of manual work (8). However, such retrospective, qualitative triangulation methods are susceptible to issues such as subjective selectivity of evidence and biases in understanding among different researchers.

Implementing a fully quantitative method for evidence triangulation requires a computable representation of research results and relevant metadata obtained from different study designs. Apart from determining the presence and direction of the effects (i.e., significant increase, significant decrease, and null) given an intervention and outcome, finer-grained information of research design among many lines of studies need to be extracted. For evidence triangulation task, it is important to extract information such as the duration and intensity of intervention, measured outcomes, intervention targets (prevention vs. treatment), characteristics of study populations (e.g., demographics), and other relevant contextual information.

Currently, there are natural language processing methods available for extracting conclusions from clinical research reports. This includes the utilization of Large Language Models (LLMs) to extract entities and relationships from RCT reports (9, 10). However, these methods are predominantly based on the broad framework of evidence-based medicine, which emphasizes Population-Intervention-Comparison-Outcome (PICO) related concepts, such as Trialstreamer and the EvidenceMap (11, 12). While some of these methods involve effect size and direction (13, 14), extracting and representing research design information from various sources of evidence, which is essential for triangulation, remains a subject for ongoing research. Most recently, there are attempts trying to accelerate the process by taking advantage of computable knowledgebase, such as SemMedDB and natural language processing tools (15). However, the accuracy and recall rates of medical concepts and their relationships extracted in SemMedDB are relatively low, posing significant challenges to triangulation based on a complete medical evidence system.

In this study, we try to examine the capabilities of LLMs in extracting intervention-outcome concepts, determining causal directions, as well as identifying study design information. Our objective is to develop an automatic approach to aggregate various lines of SDoH-related evidence across different study designs into a computable and comparable format that is ready for quantitative evidence triangulation.

**Methods**

Our procedure begins by collecting titles and abstracts from relevant literature. We then apply a LLM to systematically process these texts across various study designs, extracting key outcomes and methodological details. This leads to the aggregation of data into a coherent, transparent dataset that is ready for triangulation analysis (Fig. 1.).

**Figure 1. Overall workflow of automatic evidence triangulation using LLM**

(1) **Data source**

Regarding data sources, the study utilizes literature categorized under publication types marked as meta-analysis, systematic reviews, observational studies, randomized controlled trials, clinical trials and related types available on
PubMed. The MeSH terms "cardiovascular diseases" and "Diet, Food, and Nutrition" are utilized as search terms, with MeSH major topic as the search field. The resulting search query is outlined below: "(cardiovascular diseases[MeSH Major Topic]) AND (Diet, Food, and Nutrition[MeSH Major Topic])". For studies employing mendelian randomization (not a conventional publication type in PubMed), we additionally narrowed down the search to include only publication titles and abstracts containing the phrase "Mendelian randomization". In total, 4,268 articles were retrieved. This first dataset will be the corpus for validations for extracted results by LLM.

To provide a specific example of the relationship between a particular disease and dietary factors, we further selected salt and hypertension as the intervention-outcome pair and retrieved relevant publications. Consistent with the aforementioned limitations on publication types, we refined the search terms to include MeSH terms related to salt and hypertension. The constructed search query is as follows: "(sodium chloride[MeSH Major Topic] OR "salts)[MeSH Major Topic]) AND ("hypertension)[MeSH Major Topic] OR ("blood pressure determination)[MeSH Major Topic] OR "arterial pressure"[MeSH Major Topic])"). Ultimately, we retrieved a total of 289 articles. This second dataset will be used to exhibit the formation of automatic-extracted ready-for-triangulation evidence dataset in the results section.

(2) LLM-based study results extraction
For the task of extracting precise and insightful results from health-related documents, we employed GPT-4 (model version: gpt-4-0125-preview), a GPT-based (Generative Pre-trained Transformer) LLM model introduced by OpenAI (16, 17), renowned for its high performance in information extraction within health domain(18, 19).

The specific extraction tasks for the model are designed as following:

- **Identification of study design**
The initial step involves using GPT-4 to categorize the study design present in medical abstracts. The designs considered include RCT, MR, OS, and META.

- **Extraction for meta-analyses and systematic reviews**
For abstracts identified as META, we ask GPT-4 to extract the number of included studies and their respective study designs. This step is crucial for understanding the strength and diversity of evidence in these comprehensive analyses.

- **Primary result identification**
Next, we ask GPT-4 to identify the primary result from each abstract. This involves recognizing the main findings that the study reports, which is essential for summarizing the study’s major contribution to the field.

- **Intervention/Exposure and outcome extraction**
Following the identification of the primary results, the model extracts key entities including intervention or exposure and the corresponding primary outcome.

- **Relationship and statistical significance**
First the model extracts the direction of the relationship from the intervention/exposure to the outcome. The model assesses whether the intervention/exposure increases, decreases or an effect was not found. Then we ask GPT-4 to extract statistical significance of the identified relationship, ensuring the ability to distinguishing positive results from negative results.

- **Population, Participant Number and Comparator Group information**
Adhering to the standard representation medical evidence, we ask the model to extract information on the population condition under study, the number of participants, and details of the comparator group if applicable.

This prompt is to follow a logical progression from study-level information (study design), to more specific study result extraction (intervention/exposure, primary outcome, relationship direction, statistical significance), then contextual details (population, participant number, comparator). Fig.2 shows a graphical illustration of the overflow and logics of the designed prompt. For each abstract, GPT-4 first determines the study design. If the abstract pertains to a meta-analysis, the model then identifies the number and types of included studies. Subsequently, it locates the primary result, extracts relevant details about the intervention/exposure and outcome, and assesses the direction and significance of the relationship. Information about the study population, the number of participants, and comparator group details are also extracted, providing a comprehensive overview of each study's evidence.
Figure 2. A flowchart describing the overall logic of using LLM to extract medical evidence in structured format. Gray boxes represent each part of the prompt in each step. Circled numbers (1-9) represent the extracted information by the model.

Results

(1) Human evaluation of model extraction

To assess the efficacy and precision of our model in organizing medical evidence into a structured format, we engaged five experts from relevant domains to review the extraction outcomes. Expert backgrounds include oncology, cardiovascular disease, clinical pharmacy, public health, and pediatric clinical and big data. A hundred publications were randomly selected for this evaluation process. The experts utilized a Likert Scale (a scale that measures opinions from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree.") to rate the LLM's performance on the extraction tasks. Before the evaluation, we provided the experts with an overview of the study's goals and rationale to ensure a comprehensive understanding.

Each of the five experts was tasked with evaluating the performance across five criteria:
- Intervention/exposure, comparator and primary outcome accuracy
- Study design accuracy
- Population accuracy
- Relationship reasoning
- Statistical significance reasoning

To guarantee the reliability of our evaluation, we had two different experts reviewing each extraction result. We calculated the average scores from both reviewers for each publication and then determined the overall mean scores for entity accuracy. For relationship evaluation, we analyzed the distribution of correct, incorrect, or missed extractions. Experts also provided written feedback memos on any issues they identified in the extracted results. These feedback memos were summarized and analyzed.

In the evaluation feedback (Table 1) (30 missing ratings), the model performed notably well in extracting study information, with high accuracy in identifying exposure, comparator, and outcomes (mean score 4.69), and study design (mean score 4.84). The model frequently achieved perfect scores for accurate information extraction, especially in METAs, with minimal instances of inaccuracies. In terms of identifying study populations, the model achieved a high mean score of 4.68, effectively pinpointing nearly all relevant entities. For reasoning about relationships and
statistical significance, the model demonstrated satisfactory accurate reasoning, with a substantial proportion of correct instances compared to incorrect or absent reasoning.

Table 1. Expert human evaluation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCORE</th>
<th>INDICATOR</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>COUNT</th>
<th>mean=4.69</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Completely accurate</td>
<td>Accurately extracted all relevant information</td>
<td>153/200 (76.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mostly accurate</td>
<td>Extracted most of the relevant information with minor omissions</td>
<td>31/200 (15.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Partially accurate</td>
<td>Extracted significant relevant information with notable omissions</td>
<td>13/200 (6.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poorly accurate</td>
<td>Extracted key aspects but missed a substantial amount of detail</td>
<td>0/200 (0.0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Inaccurate</td>
<td>Failed to extract key information</td>
<td>1/200 (0.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Study Design Accuracy</td>
<td>mean=4.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Completely accurate</td>
<td>Correctly identified design and extracted study counts for META</td>
<td>181/200 (90.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mostly accurate</td>
<td>Correctly identified design but errors in study counts or designs for META</td>
<td>0/200 (0.0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Partially accurate</td>
<td>Correctly identified design but not classified into desired categories</td>
<td>4/200 (2.0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poorly accurate</td>
<td>Failed to identify valid design and included studies for META</td>
<td>2/200 (1.0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Inaccurate</td>
<td>Incorrectly identified design and study counts for META</td>
<td>5/200 (2.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Study Population Accuracy</td>
<td>mean=4.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Almost all identified</td>
<td>Almost all relevant entities correctly identified</td>
<td>153/200 (76.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mostly identified</td>
<td>Most relevant entities correctly identified</td>
<td>7/200 (3.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Partially identified</td>
<td>A significant number of entities correctly identified</td>
<td>13/200 (6.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Few identified</td>
<td>Few entities correctly identified</td>
<td>4/200 (2.0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Very few identified</td>
<td>Very few entities correctly identified</td>
<td>3/200 (1.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The expert evaluation feedback memo highlights several key points: 1) Full texts of the articles are needed to evaluate if some of the extracted results are accurate. 2) It notes discrepancies in outcome measures, with most indicators showing decline and variations in significance and direction across different outcomes. 3) Some studies were identified as potentially out of scope, such as animal experiments and descriptive articles. 4) Additionally, there was confusion about the direction of health actions and outcomes.

Regarding the mentioned feedbacks, we look forward to improving our future model by: 1) Acquire full texts using PubMed Central to provide a more comprehensive corpus. 2) Using a finer-grained representation of study results, i.e., one-to-one relationships among multiple health actions and outcomes. 3) Adding a forehand task to identify if the study matches the scope of design. 4) Extracting the directions of health actions, e.g., lower or higher; and the directions of outcome measure, e.g., improvement or worsen.

(2) A case of evidence triangulation of salt on blood pressure

In our analysis, we explored the effect of salt intake on blood pressure using a dataset derived from 289 studies. This dataset included 36 METAs, 124 RCTs, 117 OSs, and 12 studies where the design was not identified. We employed the proposed LLM pipeline to extract structured information based on the PICO framework along with primary efficacy results and other relevant metadata from these publications. A sample of the extracted evidence is presented in Table 2. It is important to note that no MR studies were found to support any direction of the relationship in this dataset.

The evidence from METAs and RCTs mainly supports the intervention of reducing salt intake. In contrast, OSs typically involved higher salt intakes as exposures. Findings from METAs consistently indicate that lowering salt intake is linked with reduced blood pressure levels. Similarly, OSs suggest that higher salt intake is associated with an increased risk of hypertension-related conditions. In summary, the evidence across different study designs points towards a beneficial effect of lower salt consumption on blood pressure, providing a clear narrative on the impact of dietary salt on cardiovascular health.
Table 2. Example of automatic-extracted ready-for-triangulation evidence dataset of salt-on-hypertension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Meta</th>
<th>RCT</th>
<th>MR</th>
<th>OS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Journal</td>
<td>BMJ</td>
<td>Cochrane</td>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>Hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMID</td>
<td>32094151</td>
<td>34164803</td>
<td>31079530</td>
<td>20993451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Included studies</td>
<td>133 RCTs</td>
<td>21 RCTs</td>
<td>null</td>
<td>null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>reduction in dietary sodium</td>
<td>reduced dietary salt</td>
<td>dietary sodium reduction</td>
<td>sodium reduction and the DASH diet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>blood pressure levels</td>
<td>blood pressure and albuminuria</td>
<td>blood pressure and skin capillary density</td>
<td>blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction</td>
<td>decrease</td>
<td>decrease</td>
<td>decrease</td>
<td>decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>null</td>
<td>chronic kidney disease (CKD)</td>
<td>untreated black hypertensives</td>
<td>pre-stage 1 hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparator</td>
<td>usual sodium intake</td>
<td>higher dietary salt intake</td>
<td>placebo</td>
<td>typical American diet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>12,197</td>
<td>1,197</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion and discussion
To conclude, this study demonstrates the potential using LLM to automate the extraction and triangulation of SDoH-related evidence from diverse study designs. Through expert evaluations and a focused case study on the impact of salt intake on blood pressure, we illustrated that LLM can significantly simplify the synthesis of medical evidence, enhancing the efficiency of evidence-based decision-making. Despite its promise, the study faced challenges in accurately classifying study designs and interpreting outcomes due to inconsistencies in the data. Additionally, the reliance on expert evaluations introduces subjective bias. Moving forward, addressing these limitations through continuous model training and exploring more objective evaluation methods is crucial for maximizing the utility of LLMs in evidence triangulation.

Decision-making should be grounded in causal relationships between interventions and outcomes, while prediction can rely solely on correlative relationships. In this study, our objective is not for an automatic meta-analysis focusing solely on evidence derived from the same study design (such as RCTs). Instead, we aim to utilize LLMs to enable a convergence analysis between results obtained from different types of study designs, known as triangulation analysis. We argue that the primary distinction between meta-analysis and triangulation analysis lies in the consideration of evidence from various study designs. The former assesses the consistency of evidence within a single study design, while the latter examines the convergence of conclusions across diverse study designs. Although there are currently no widely accepted quantitative methods for assessing convergence, insights may be drawn from Cumulative Evidence Index (CEI) of convergence in neurobiological experimental results, primarily utilizing a vote-counting approach across different study designs (20, 21).
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